Environmental DNA Monitoring: Better Tracking of Endangered, Rare, Cryptic, and Invasive Species
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Executive Summary: As the global number of endangered, rare, and invasive species continues to increase, legally mandated efforts to monitor species’ ranges and abundances have grown exponentially. Human population growth is affecting an increasing number of species that need to be monitored, resulting in difficulties providing necessary data on the abundances, ranges, and movement of these species (Kelly 2014). We currently lack practical monitoring techniques for remote, hard-to-access habitats and species with low population counts, which makes it difficult to make informed management decisions (Kelly et al. 2014). Biologists use a variety of comprehensive field- and labor-based monitoring techniques including mark-recapture studies, depletion surveys, and tracking surveys. Environmental DNA (eDNA) is the genetic material shed by every organism into its surrounding environment, which can then be collected from air, soil, or water and analyzed to assess the composition of species present at a site (Thomsen and Willerslev 2015). eDNA monitoring is a tool that does not require the same man-hours that other techniques require. This allows eDNA to be deployed for biomonitoring, natural resource management, and decision making in ways traditional techniques cannot (Biggs et al. 2015; Kelly et al. 2014). Past use of eDNA in programs, including CalE DNA and the Aquatic eDNA atlas project, demonstrated that eDNA is currently a viable monitoring tool for endangered, rare, cryptic, and invasive species. In 2020, the United States Department of the Interior’s National Invasive Species Council Work Plan recognized the potential of eDNA and prioritized its exploration for the first time (United States Department of the Interior, 2020). We believe developing permanent funding sources or amending AB 2470 to include funds for natural resource managers to implement eDNA monitoring programs and information databases is necessary to continue to support societal growth and biodiversity in California. An eDNA monitoring program will allow natural resource managers to better inform land development, conservation, and environmental management decision-making in California.
I. The role of eDNA in the current ecological landscape

Growing human populations have placed a variety of pressures on the natural world, resulting in a human-driven change to our planet’s climate, the function of ecosystems, and dispersal rate of species (Elmqvist et al. 2013). Urban and suburban centers, including a developing California, U.S.A. city network, have rapidly increased in size as rural populations have migrated to cities in search of opportunities. These stressors have increased dependence on a global network of natural resources resulting in increased numbers of rare, endangered, and invasive species. To support robust societal growth and preserve global biodiversity, more comprehensive data on the abundances and ranges of species are needed. Rare species include those with low population counts spread over large landscapes (mountain lions or great white sharks). Endangered species are usually rare but are also under threat of extinction (blue whales or cheetahs). Invasive species are causing measurable economic or ecological harm in a location they have been introduced (nutria or quagga mussels). In order to preserve the biodiversity and economic value of ecosystems, we must develop the tools to preserve natural diversity while supporting economic development within California. eDNA has the ability to become an important monitoring tool providing data on primary species that is needed to inform regulatory, permitting, and management decisions within modern, mixed ecological-urban influenced landscapes.

i. Endangered, rare and cryptic Species

One of the most promising applications of eDNA monitoring is identifying endangered, cryptic (physically similar, but genetically different), and rare species (Cristescu et al. 2018; Garlapati et al. 2019). eDNA analysis is particularly suited for species that live in secluded environments that are hard to reach or that actively avoid human contact (Jerde et al. 2011). Current methods require a team of experts to visually track rare, cryptic, and endangered species in the environment, a time- and labor-intensive endeavor. With eDNA, surveying teams can more quickly identify which sites have traces of the species of interest (Spear et al. 2015). For example, in aquatic riverine ecosystems, areas upstream of a collection location can be assessed through eDNA analysis, thereby lowering the number of locations scientists need to sample. If cryptic species are involved, an additional layer of analysis and monitoring must be done for species identification. eDNA is also particularly suited for differentiating between cryptic species for conservation efforts. The longevity and ability to detect eDNA in the environment is dependent upon a variety of factors including which medium it is collected from, what organism shed the DNA, and what sampling technique is used to collect the eDNA. With the information provided by eDNA, surveying teams can devote resources to locations where there is already evidence of species’ presence. This can reduce the chance of misspent time and maximize the conservation resources.

Experts have already demonstrated eDNA’s potential for identifying and monitoring endangered, rare, and cryptic species over few sampling events (Closek et al. 2019, Garlapati et al. 2019). While other studies using traditional surveying technologies can only focus on a limited number of species, Closek et al. (2019) were able to identify 65 distinct animal and fish populations that included whales, sharks, and seals over several days of survey study along the 335 miles of the coast of central California. Others have successfully used eDNA techniques to inform management strategies of priority species (i.e., those with declining populations or of ecosystem and socioeconomic importance) in aquatic, terrestrial, and aerial environments (Garlapati et al. 2019). By increasing the amount of available data on critical species and local ecosystems they can be better protected and can facilitate informed management plans and regulatory requirements.

ii. Invasive species

Species that negatively impact the ecosystems to which they were introduced can be classified as invasive species. As the spread of invasive species is often associated with and facilitated by human activities, it is imperative to elucidate and mitigate the ecological and economic harm they may cause. Invasive aquatic species provide some of the most well-known examples of negative impacts on ecosystems and surrounding human populations. For example, the proliferation of invasive freshwater carp in California and the Mississippi and Illinois Rivers has been demonstrated to have a negative effect on ecosystem health by directly harming native species, indirectly impacting the food chain, and threatening economic resources in invaded areas (Stern et al. 2014, California Department of Fish and Wildlife,
The spread of invasive species is partly facilitated by the difficulty of tracking their presence, abundance, and potential to spread into new ecosystems (Kamenova et al. 2017). The inability to efficiently track the abundance and spread of invasive species using traditional methods has caused economic and environmental harm, and threatens further damage in the future (Hauser and McCarthy 2009). The use of eDNA monitoring tools provides an efficient, expedited method for assessing the presence and abundance of invasive species and can help prevent their spread into new ecosystems (Kamenova et al., 2017). In this manner, eDNA shed by organisms can be extracted from various habitat types and used to detect, identify, and quantify invasive species presence to better control and eradicate them (Rees et al., 2014). eDNA also provides the ability for early detection of new invasive species in a habitat, which could prove essential for mitigating their ecosystem impacts (Sepulveda et al., 2019). Early detection of invasion events can prevent increased economic costs associated with mitigation, containment, and eradication of invasive species once they are well established (Sepulveda et al., 2019). Additionally, eDNA provides increased sensitivity to the detection of invasive species. Increased sensitivity decreases the need for surveyors to observe invasive species presence first-hand via traditional sampling methods, thus offering a more efficient assessment of species presence (Déjean et al. 2012). Invasive species are a pervasive and increasing threat to the ecological and economic benefits of our ecosystems, and the implementation of eDNA surveying techniques will provide a more effective method of monitoring and mitigating the damage they create.

II. eDNA monitoring benefits all stakeholders in California

The adoption of eDNA techniques is expected to result in benefits for all stakeholders, including developers, agencies, conservationists, various industry members, and all Californians in the community. Developers and advocates for increased housing and public infrastructure criticize the California Environmental Quality Act and its requirement for environmental investigation and an environmental impact report, finding it to be costly and a significant source of project development delays (BAE Urban Economics, 2016). By implementing eDNA as a survey technique, time and money can be saved by eliminating the need to repeat site investigations unexpectedly during a project’s timeline (Biggs et al. 2015). The robustness of eDNA results may mitigate litigation costs following the completion of a project because the site’s environmental status will be better known.

Through mapping with eDNA, stakeholders will possess a more robust understanding of a site’s biodiversity both spatially and temporally (Thomsen et al. 2015). Further, collaborating with academic eDNA collection efforts can reduce oversampling at a specific location and leverage existing knowledge to develop government-run eDNA operations and inform policy. Upon the development of an eDNA library, eventual resource allocation for surveying and analysis can be reduced. This broad eDNA mapping effort can help state-level regulatory and permitting agencies be better informed and require fewer resources. For construction or community development, knowing the expected environmental impact earlier can inform study plans and permitting (14 CCR § 15063, 15064).

Conservation efforts are better able to focus on sites that are likely to have critical or priority species and improve management plans. As a result, awareness facilitated by using eDNA can lead to reducing the economic and environmental impact of invasive species and protecting endangered species through early detection.

eDNA highlights the breadth of species critical to an environment. Greater awareness from research can
enable better decision-making for industry. For example, information provided about popular industrial fishing locations (e.g., salmon and trout) (Garlapati et al. 2019) can promote business development through sustainable fishing practices. Others have demonstrated the potential for using eDNA to improve public health by monitoring the viral and bacterial presence and movement within the environment (Garlapati et al. 2019). With the information provided by eDNA, various stakeholders can work preemptively to address a site’s needs and lessen cost and resource burdens, while promoting conservation, to meet collective needs and legal requirements.

III. The implementation of eDNA libraries
Increased use of eDNA will require additional space, equipment, and labor within California agencies to store and analyze these samples. The technical investment will ultimately lead to greater efficiency in collecting, analyzing, and interpreting samples compared to traditional methods of detecting species. Additionally, this investment will allow for future expansions of eDNA libraries with limited updates, thereby reducing future time and labor costs. This expansion and implementation of eDNA libraries requires a three-step process:

1) Storage for eDNA samples must be created;
2) Analysis capability of laboratories must be increased as eDNA becomes a more viable and popular option; and,
3) These publicly funded eDNA analyses must be made freely accessible to scientists and constituents.

The eDNA samples contain DNA from a variety of species, some of which may have never been previously discovered. Techniques in DNA sequencing are becoming increasingly comprehensive in identifying species (Ji et al. 2013), however, as technology continues to advance, older samples will need to be re-analyzed to find data that may have been missing when outdated sequencing technology was used. This is analogous to re-opening a cold case based on new DNA evidence. To that end, natural-resource laboratories in California must expand their DNA sequencing and sample storage capacity.

In addition, the data generated must be made publicly available for decision-makers, scientists, and other interested constituents. An existing model from the Upper Midwest Environmental Sciences Center (UMESC) links cloud-based storage of eDNA samples across a large portion of the United States. Through leveraging existing state coalitions, the eDNA data generated in California should be incorporated into this existing framework, allowing for public access to this essential information.

i. Technological limitations and concerns
Barriers to the increased use of eDNA within the public sphere include concerns surrounding the rate of false positives/negatives, the rate at which eDNA samples can be analyzed after being collected, and current management community skepticism about eDNA’s efficacy and place in a biomonitoring framework (Cristescu and Hebert 2018; Thomsen and Willerslev 2015a; Kelly et al. 2014). In addition, the technology needed to sequence DNA quickly and effectively is consistently improving (Heather and Chain 2016).

To address these concerns, funding should be allocated for periodic updates in sequencing technology in order to maintain eDNA monitoring and analysis as one of the best long-term management tools. eDNA is used to address conservation issues across the nation (Boussarie et al. 2018), and a similar implementation can be adopted in California. Additionally, the cost of sequencing DNA has dramatically decreased from over $10,000 to $0.01 per 1000 bases over the past two decades. This cost continues to decrease due to improved technology. To lessen the cost of analysis and potential backlog of collected eDNA samples, additional lab technicians should be hired and periodic updates to existing sequencing technology should be performed. These steps will take advantage of the lowered cost of sequencing and reduce the potential backlog of eDNA samples. Additionally, the implementation of eDNA is still an emerging science. The broader implementation of this tool, and the technological advances which will occur as a result of this widespread usage, will allow for the alleviation of concerns regarding false positives/negatives and other methodology considerations. The scientific community sees eDNA as an accurate and precise tool, and its application to the broader California community will back up this claim.
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IV. Policy recommendation
The decreased cost of genetic analyses has enabled modern eDNA techniques to increase available primary species data for a wide range of ecologically and economically important species. The development of eDNA pipelines and their inclusion in existing monitoring programs will enable natural resource managers to better monitor and track the abundances, ranges, and movements of species (Figure 1). Governmental agencies within California, including the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the California Department of Water Resources, and the Invasive Species Council of California are all positioned to immediately leverage this emerging technology to better protect biodiversity in the state. The development of eDNA based monitoring programs and libraries will increase the efficiency of biological monitoring and provide necessary data for management decisions. The Aquatic eDNAAtlas, managed by the U.S. Forest Service, provides an example of how governmentally coordinated eDNA data libraries guide decision making and enable effective conservation and management. Without changes to the status quo programs, current delays in the completion of environmental impact reports, mitigation projects, invasive species removals and the extinction of endangered species will continue to accelerate. eDNA based monitoring methods will decrease the time and effort needed to conduct necessary biological monitoring for all of the above purposes. Implementing this technology now will ensure monitoring needs are met before they outstrip the ability of agencies and other scientists to provide the necessary labor. By providing funding for eDNA monitoring throughout California, the state will increase the efficiency of crucial species data collection.

Prior programs including CALeDNA, run by the University of California systems, and the Aquatic eDNAAtlas have failed to comprehensively address the need for increased biological monitoring due to a lack of continued support and utilization. This is due primarily to the short-term investments that fund these programs that were not renewed or expanded. In order to fund the proposed expansion of eDNA monitoring within California, we have identified two possible strategies:

- The first would consist of an amendment to AB 2470 (Invasive Species Council of California, Sec. 3. 7702) through which funding could be permanently appropriated for eDNA monitoring through the Invasive Species Account. These funds would then be managed by the Invasive Species Council of California and disbursed to fund eDNA monitoring in order to prevent the spread of invasive species. If this program is successful, it could be expanded to incorporate monitoring of rare and endangered species using the same sampling network.

- The second identified funding stream could be the use of funds from Props 1 and 68, which authorize the disbursement of funds for ecosystem restoration and protection projects. This measure would provide a one-time funding stream that could be administered through natural resource agencies in California. Upon the completion of initial eDNA monitoring programs, a long-term source of funding and administrative home needs to be established in order to administer a permanent government-run California eDNA program.

Development should be directed towards achieving long-term funding, as detailed in option 1, for an eDNA species monitoring program. These funds would be used to sustain a monitoring network...
similar to existing frameworks in state and federal wildlife agencies. Funding for a long-term eDNA monitoring program must address needs for storage, technicians, equipment, and facilities to maintain a practical, high-quality genomic database.

V. Conclusion

eDNA has already been shown to be a successful monitoring tool for a variety of endangered, rare, cryptic, and invasive species, informing conservation and management decisions. If the use of eDNA methods is not employed to monitor and mitigate invasive species impacts, we risk the increased spread of invasive species to new areas and the worsening of negative ecological and economic consequences in areas already harmed by invasion. The continued survival and protection of endangered and rare species also depends on better data on these species’ abundances, ranges, and movements for both conservation and legal purposes. Scientists and agencies are faced with pressures from environmental regulations, natural resource managers, conservationists, and businesses to conduct increasing amounts of biological monitoring. Due to current lack of tools needed to locate and identify organisms in a more efficient manner, biological monitoring has been carried out inefficiently and in a time-consuming and primarily labor-intensive way. Today we need precise tools that decrease the time and cost of biological monitoring efforts and enable experts to focus on key areas of need. Rapid, sensitive, and cost-effective eDNA monitoring will enable the protection of habitat integrity and will better prevent economic harm in the future. Providing funding and an opportunity to use eDNA will benefit conservationists, businesses, and the scientific community. These groups will have the ability to produce better wildlife and natural resource stock assessments, focus resources on removal and conservation efforts, improve habitat preservation, and decrease monitoring time and cost. If eDNA monitoring ends primary data as a limiting factor in the natural resource decision-making process, we can better utilize time, funds, and effort in natural resource management.
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